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Low back pain (LBP), resulting in part from exposure to whole body vibration (WBV) through
agricultural machinery use, is one of the most prevalent and debilitating musculoskeletal
disorders in the Canadian rural workforce. Extended WBV also exposes users to several
potential hazards and is a contributing factor to fatal and non-fatal occupational injury,
including equipment-related injuries such as falls and collisions. Short-term effects of
prolonged WBV exposure include cognitive impairment, stress, disturbances to balance and
proprioception, and reductions in sensory and motor responses. Long-term WBV exposure
has been identified as a risk factor for several common physical disorders including recurrent
and chronic LBP, as well as peripheral nervous system dysfunction.
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The WBV Smart-Device App
Providing producers with tools to self-measure and self-

evaluate adverse vibration exposures using mobile devices

Once installed, the new app utilizes the smart-device’s existing
technology to monitor the user’s exposure to WBV (Figure 1). The
device must therefore be placed on or near the body to provide
adequate and representative data. The research team is currently
designing a series of mounting apparatuses to reliably position the
smart-devices in the appropriate orientation under the seat of the
operator to ensure consistent positioning and measurements,
taking operator comfort into account.

Where did I leave my phone?

Figure 1. WBV App screenshots

Unfortunately, in current agricultural practices it is not possible to
eliminate this extended exposure to occupational WBV. As
agricultural workers typically work long hours on agricultural
machinery, the likelihood for over-exposure to WBV is high. To aid
in mitigating the negative health effects of occupational WBV
exposure, it may be beneficial to provide agricultural equipment
operators with tools to empower decision-making related to rest
breaks and rest break activities. The Take a Break from the Shake
project is currently testing a new application (app) for use on
widely available commercial smart-devices in order to monitor
WBV exposure and determine how frequently breaks should be
taken based on exposure levels and known action limits.



Expected Outcomes and Impact
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Are comfortable for extended seating (10 hours +)
Provide accurate accelerometer measurements
Are easy to make and cost-effective

During previous pilot testing and evaluation, smart-devices were placed face down between
the user’s thigh and the vehicle seat and encased in a neoprene sleeve (Figure 2). Although
this appears to be practical for short tests (1 to 3 hours in length), it may not provide
adequate seating comfort and reliable vibration measurement for longer work days as is
known and observed in agricultural machinery operation. The goal is to develop a series of
mounting apparatuses that:

Figure 3. Rotopod 

Comparative Testing

Generally, Canadian agricultural producers are self-employed or independent contract
workers where information regarding WBV exposure and exposure level limits are not
immediately available, and thus not habitually monitored or even considered as a risk
exposure. For many producers and contractors, this study (or associated future studies) will
likely be the first time data regarding WBV exposure and information would be available
and accessible. As such, WBV exposure, as presented in a smart-device app, may help
agricultural producers to become aware of individual WBV exposure and associated
negative short- and long-term health effects. By providing user-friendly vibration exposure
data, agricultural producers will then be empowered to understand and self-manage WBV
exposure at the farm level.

Each mounting apparatus with the WBV smart-device
app will then be tested against ISO standard
accelerometers using the 6-axis vibration platform
(Rotopod 3100, Mikrolar Inc. – Figure 2). This equipment
is an essential tool of the Take a Break from the Shake
project and is housed in the Ergonomics Lab at the
Canadian Centre for Health & Safety in Agriculture. A
known vibration profile obtained from field data will be
used to determine accelerometer accuracy between the
smart-device and ISO standard accelerometers.
Mounting apparatuses will be ranked based on the
above design criteria and chosen designs will be
replicated for in-field testing in Spring and Fall 2022.
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Figure 2. Smart-device placement


